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PTC-596 
Item No. 33529

CAS Registry No.: 1610964-64-1
Formal Name: 5-fluoro-2-(6-fluoro-2-methyl-1H-

benzimidazol-1-yl)-N4-[4-(trifluoromethyl)
phenyl]-4,6-pyrimidinediamine

Synonym: Unesbulin
MF: C19H13F5N6
FW: 420.3
Purity:	 ≥98%
UV/Vis.:	 λmax: 222, 262, 300 nm
Supplied as: A crystalline solid
Storage: -20°C
Stability:	 ≥4	years
Information represents the product specifications. Batch specific analytical results are provided on each certificate of analysis.

Laboratory Procedures                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

PTC-596 is supplied as a crystalline solid. A stock solution may be made by dissolving the PTC-596 in the 
solvent of choice, which should be purged with an inert gas. PTC-596 is soluble in organic solvents such 
as ethanol, DMSO, and dimethyl formamide (DMF). The solubility of PTC-596 in ethanol is approximately  
5 mg/ml and approximately 30 mg/ml in DMSO and DMF.

Description                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

PTC-596 is an inhibitor of B cell-specific Moloney murine leukemia virus integration site 1 (BMI1), which 
is a member of the polycomb repressive complex 1 (PRC1) that has a role in gene silencing.1,2 It inhibits 
proliferation of MOLM-13 acute myeloid leukemia (AML) and Rec-1 mantle cell lymphoma (MCL) cancer 
cells (IC50s = 22.4 and 136 nM, respectively). It also induces BMI1 degradation in, and apoptosis of, the 
same cells. PTC-596 reduces microtubule polymerization and induces cell cycle arrest at the G2/M phase in 
MM.1S multiple myeloma cells.3 It decreases the number of side population cells, a unique cell population 
with stem-like characteristics, in Rec-1 cells (IC50	=	138	nM).1 PTC-596 (5 mg/kg, p.o.) increases survival in 
a MOLM-13 mouse xenograft model.2
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